Features:

Adjustable projector and rotating images
Full color patterns
Stream baby’s favorite songs from your Bluetooth® compatible device
Adjustable sleep timer - Constant On 15|30|60 minutes
Adjustable volume
3-Mode dimming nightlight
Sound soother: heartbeat, waves, rain, forest, white noise

Preloaded lullabies: Brahms’ lullaby, twinkle twinkle little star

Includes:

Projector
AC adapter
3 – image wheels

Preloaded sounds:
Heartbeat
Waves
Rain
Forest
White Noise

Preloaded lullabies:
Brahms’ Lullaby
Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star

Pre-loaded with full color discs

Lullabies & Baby’s playlist – lull your little one to sleep with calming lullabies or play babies favorite songs from your Bluetooth® device
Nature Sounds & White Noise create a calming environment with natural sounds, help baby sleep with relaxing white noise
Sleep timer - Constant on, 15, 30 and 60 minute settings
Projected Images - stimulate baby’s learning with engaging moving images
3-mode dimming Nightlight
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What the press is saying...

VOGUE
Project Nursery makes Vogue's “Ultimate Baby Registry Master List.”

“This creative design positions the Project Nursery Video Baby Monitor System as one of the best on the market.”

THE BUMP
“Best baby monitors 2016.”

BABYCENTER
“Hot new baby product for 2016.”

BRIT + CO.
“Project Nursery's new baby monitor system is so innovative, we're betting parents will be dying to get their hands on it.”

BIG CITY MAMAS
“Nursery Gear To Look Out For in 2016.”

“Best of NY baby show 2016.”